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Jersey's First 'Hackathon' Student Suspended for
Comes to Montclair State YouTube Comment

Photo courtesy of cbs.com.

In an interview with CBS' Christine Sloan, Aziz said he "was foolish
and should not have done it, but [he] was responding to someone
who called someone a racist."
Ethan Fria
Assistant News Editor

Hackathons happen across the country, such as this one at Foursquare.
Catherine Baxter
News Editor

This weekend, Montclair will host the first
ever “hackathon” in New
Jersey. Coined as “Hack
Jersey,” the event will
begin on Saturday afternoon. Teams of journalist and computer coders

alike will have 24 hours
to create something for
one of five categories.
The event was cocreated by Debbie Galant, director of the NJ
News Commons and Tom
Meagher, data editor at
Digital First Media.

Still Under
Construction

Photo courtesy of foursquare.com.

According to Galant,
teams will compete to win
in the following categories: Best Overall Project,
Best Design, Best Story,
People’s Choice and Best
Project Relating to Superstorm Sandy and its AfHack Continued on Page 3

The term “cyber bullying” refers to the abusive
behavior that is sometimes found on the seemingly boundless internet.
Montclair State University graduate student
Joseph Aziz learned firsthand the consequences
of cyber bullying. However, some believe that

the punishment enacted upon Aziz was more
drastic than his “crime”
called for.
Last fall, Aziz commented on a YouTube video, saying that a female
student’s legs looked like
“a pair of bleached hams.”
Last semester, a video
was uploaded showing
another Montclair stuAziz Continued on Page 3

Congratulations to President
Obama on his second inauguration!

The Montclarion | Lynka Tanaka

The Alumni Green is one of the many areas on
campus under construction.
Stephanie Agudelo
Assistant News Editor

Starting last summer, many students have
noticed drastic changes
to the appearance of the
campus mainly due to
multiple
construction
projects that have been
taking place since late
June of 2012. What may
have really caught the
attention of many students is the new box-like
structure that suddenly
surfaced next to CarParc

Diem (formally known as
Lot 26). But while this
completed structure may
signify major progress,
the campus still has a
long way to go before returning to normalcy.
In early June, Montclair State University
embarked on a $90 million construction project that would allow the
campus to have its own
combined heating, cooling and power system
Construction Continued on Page 4

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

"Through blood drawn by lash and blood drawn by
sword, we learned that no union founded on the
principles of liberty and equality could survive halfslave and half-free. We made ourselves anew and
vowed to move forward together.”
-President Barack Obama
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Pelican Police Report

1

On Dec. 14: Michael Chiavetta, 21, of Clifton, was

2 On

arrested for disorderly conduct and
lewdness while in Dinallo Heights. He
is scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court. (building #49)
Dec. 16: Nicholas Gallombardo, 19, of Ocean, was
arrested for disorderly conduct outside of
Blanton Hall. He is scheduled to appear in
Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #48)

3

On Jan. 14: An act of criminal mischief was reported

4

On Jan. 16: A staff member of maintenance reported

a fraudulent loan taken out in his name.
This matter is under investigation.

female student reported being
5 On Jan. 17: Athreatened
by a known male while in

6 On

by a faculty member in Dickson Hall. An
overhead projector was tampered with
in one of the classrooms. This matter is
under investigation. (building #31)

Bohn Hall last semester. This matter is
under investigation. (building #47)
Jan. 20: Andrew Manley, 21, of Plainsboro, and
Elan Schenker, 21, of Princeton Junction,
were charged with disorderly conduct and
obstruction of law while in Alice Paul Hall.
They are scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court. (building #62)

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is
urged to call the police station from any campus phone at
T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
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Student Funding Teetering on Fiscal Cliff
Ethan Fria
Assistant News Editor

America finally received a response from congress at 2 a.m. on
Jan. 2, 2013. The country was in
danger of falling off the proverbial “cliff” as the Bush tax cuts
reached their expiration date on
Dec. 31, 2012. In order to prevent or at least mitigate some
of the damage to the economy,
congress passed the Fiscal Cliff
deal.
The "fiscal cliff" deal was an
effort by Congress to revisit several tax codes ranging from tax
rates to domestic spending cuts.
Though the deal left some
issues unresolved (such as the
debt ceiling), it made numerous
changes to the tax code and extended the Bush era tax rates to
families with an income less than
$450,000 and to individuals with
an income less than $400,000.
What this means is that the
middle and upper-middle classes will permanently retain the
Bush era tax rates.
The deal extended the American Opportunity Tax Credit. This
helps undergraduate education
by allowing borrowers to deduct
up to $2,500. It has been extended for five more years, through
the end of 2017.
The spending cuts, however,
still loom. A legislation passed in
August 2011 scheduled spending
cuts—in the area of $55 billion—
from domestic programs, including education. These cuts were
delayed until March 1, but could
have a serious effect on student

Aziz

financial aid.
As quoted in an online New
York Times article, Mark Kantrowitz, founder of Finaid.org
said, “Across-the-board spending
cuts would mean an 8.2 percent
reduction in student aid funding.”
Kantrowitz also projected
that fees for federal education
loans would go up, and the maximum Pell Grant could be cut by
as much as $400.
According to the National
Association of State Student
Grant and Aid
Programs, several devastating cuts will
adversely affect
the college student populace.
Tens of thousands of working
students could
lose their jobs,
while hundreds
of
thousands
more could see
reduced wages
and less hours.
Stafford
and
PLUS
loans
could increase,
meaning more
debt for students and parents. More than
a million students could receive
smaller
funding; some
students
will
find that they

Hack

Continued From Page 1

dent calling a guest speaker at
an event on campus a racist.
Steve Lonegan, the director of
the New Jersey chapter of the
conservative group Americans
for Prosperity, was speaking at a
Students for Democratic Society
event when a student stood up
and asked him questions before
calling him a racist.
Aziz claimed he was responding to the racist remarks. The female whose legs he compared to
"hams" was the girlfriend of the
student who made the racist remarks to Lonegan.
Administrators discovered
the comment via an anonymous
complaint, and as a result he
was banned from contacting the
woman or talking about her on
the internet.
After posting a comment in an
ostensibly private group on Facebook, Montclair released the
punitive hounds on Aziz. This
time, it was detrimental to his
career.
The punishment included a
one-semester suspension from
Montclair beginning Jan. 2 and
a note on his transcript—a serious deterrence for any future
employment opportunities.
Outraged, Aziz sought help
from the civil liberties group, the
Foundation for Individual Rights
in Education (FIRE). The group
claimed that Montclair had no
right to punish Joseph for anything said on a social media site
and had no right to prohibit him
from doing so.
"As an agency of the government, Montclair State has no
power to order students not to
discuss any topic or person on independent social media sites like
Facebook," said Robert Shibley,

have lost all funding.
Jordan Manglona, a senior
at Montclair State, is dismayed
at what the tax cuts may hold.
“Well, I actually might be hurt
by this. I’m almost done and it
pains me to even imagine not being able to graduate on time or
at all. I don’t exactly have money coming out the wazoo, so this
is definitely not the best news.”
Jordan holds a job on campus to
subsidize the spending that the
student loans don’t cover.
With all this in mind, pro-

Continued From Page 1

senior vice president of FIRE.
FIRE sent a letter to President Susan Cole asking her to
consider rescinding the punishment. After the letter was met
with no response, FIRE took the
case public.
Three days later, Aziz received
a letter in the mail from President Cole. It stated that Aziz
had been cleared of the charges
of harassment and disruptive
conduct and the no-contact order that was issued should have
been lifted. His punishment was
then revoked and he was free to
return to class.
"I would hope other students in
colleges across New Jersey never
have to deal with something like
this," said Aziz, 26. "Freedom of
speech and due process are basic rights that we have come to
expect as Americans. I hope my
story draws attention to the fact
that these rights can be violated
by broad, overreaching university codes of conduct."
This was a case of the First
Amendment superseding the
laws of the state.
It turns out what Aziz said
and how he acted did not constitute “bullying” under the accepted definition of the term.
Aziz is hoping to receive full
access to the classes he needs
to fulfill his graduate program
requirements. The school is expected to accommodate Aziz in
whatever way it can, making
amends for nearly costing a student his livelihood.
Though the case may be over,
a concern is left in the minds of
students not just in New Jersey,
but worldwide: what does “private” really mean on the Internet?

termath.
Teams will have 24 hours beginning Saturday at noon to create something in one of the categories. There is essentially no
limit to the projects that teams
can create.
Galant gave just a few examples of what teams will be
creating. “[What they want to
make is] up to their discretion.
One example is using data visualization, which is basically anything from a map showing where
a concentration of crime is, or a
pie chart. It’s taking data and
making it more understandable
and to show a story. Another example is to create some kind of
tool or application, something
similar to Twitter, a better Twitter or an app. They are actually
physically creating it within that
weekend.”
The event will officially kick
off on Friday night at a dinner for
participants, sponsors and other
VIPs. This will give participants
a chance to meet each other and
team up, if they have not already
formed a team previously. Teams
will consist of around five people
with an even mix of both journalists and coders.
The “hackathon” will officially
commence on Saturday starting
at noon. Teams will have a full
24 hours to complete their project. Beginning Sunday at 1:15
p.m., teams can show off their
creations to the judges.
The five judges for the event
are Chris Ackermann, who works
on Platform Partnerships at Facebook, Emily Bell, the Professor of Professional Practice at
Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism and the
director of the Tow Center for
Digital Journalism, Aaron Price,
worker of crafterMania and
founder of the NJ Tech Meetup,

spective college students should
prepare for some sort of deduction in funding to them, as well
as reduction in opportunities in
work study. Our work force, as of
right now, consists of around 40
percent of people that hold college credentials under their belt.
This number may drastically decrease resulting in a less effective education system.
The March 1 deadline fast approaches: and with it, the future
of the college student funding.

The Montclarion | Victoria Leta

Jim Schachter, vice president for
news at WNYC, and Jonathan
Soo, the President and Founder
of New Agora.
Once the presentations are
complete, the judges will choose
a winner for each of the five categories. Best Overall is whatever
“wows” the most. Best Design is
the technical and visual excellence. Best Story is taking the
data and telling something that
was unknown before. Sandy has
to do with the best project relating to Hurricane Sandy. Finally,
for the People’s Choice category,
people can vote on their laptops
for the winner.
As listed on hackjersey.com,
the prizes include “a tour of the
New York Times’ R & D Lab and
lunch with Michael Zimbalist,
vice president for research and
development operations, lunch
with Jeff Jarvis, author of ‘What
Would Google Do,’ a one-year
subscription to the CartoDB
mapping platform, a special
prize for the best project related
to Superstorm Sandy and its
aftermath, a stash of programming and data visualization
books from O’Reilly Media and,
of course, bragging rights.”
The creators of this event hope
for a few things to come from this
hackathon. “I want a few things,”
said Galant. “I would love it if
there are projects that totally
knock my socks off with beautiful visualization or an amazing
app. I also want it to be fun. It
should be a good time in addition
to the work.”
Students can tune in to a blog
at hackjersey.com to watch the
event. Additionally, the presentations and judging are open to
the community. Students can
join on Sunday at 1:15 p.m. in
University Hall 1070 to see the
projects and the winners.

4 News
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Pelican Report
from Around
the World
-On Tuesday, the United Nations Security Council
adopted a resolution condemning North Korea's
recent rocket launch. This also led to the
expansion of existing U.N. sanctions.

-On Tuesday, a prominent Jihadist announced that
the deputy leader of al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula and one of the most wanted men in
Saudi Arabia had been killed. However, officials in
the group's home base of Yemen said they have no
evidence of his death.

-Three people were wounded in a college shooting
on Tuesday. At least two have been detained after
the shooting at Lone Star County College in Texas.
-In response to recent school shootings, a Florida
mother concerned about safety has donated more
than $11,000 so that armed deputies can patrol
the elementary school where her child attends.

Construction

Continued From Page 1

(CHCP). In layman’s terms, this
meant the university would have
to replace and install a brand
new piping system beneath the
foundation of the campus in order to provide heating and cooling independently. This system
is planned to satisfy 85 percent
of MSU’s heating and cooling
needs.
Construction updates are released on montclair.edu, which
gives information about the
progress so far and plans for the
future.
“Construction is progressing at
the new combined heating, cooling, and power (CHCP) plant. All
the major equipment has been
received and is in place. Work
continues to install mechanical
and electrical systems with and
toward a plant start-up for April
2013,” said the recent update.
As far as piping distribution
goes, everything seems to be on
schedule and all buildings will
remain accessible until further
notice. The website also states
that certain roadways, like the

road near Webster Hall, are currently undergoing piping installation and will remain closed
until that work is over. The final touches are still being made
on areas such as the University
Promenade, Dickson Hall, Partridge Hall, Life Hall and the
Student Center.
Another change that is now
in effect goes toward making
sure that shuttles are the only
vehicles driving on campus. Last
season, students saw the relocation of the shuttle stop outside of
University Hall when the road in
front of the diner was closed due
to construction. Now, there are
gates in place that block road access on that side of the building,
allowing only shuttles and university vehicles to pass through.
For an 18-month period, the
campus has certainly made great
strides towards bringing back
the scenery we all know and
love. The sooner this new system
is finished, the closer Montclair
State will be to becoming selfsufficient and independent.

The underground piping distribution system
installation is on schedule and the following
should be noted:

-Lot 17 has been restored to use with the
exception of the area around the new manhole.
-The entire roadway in front of Webster Hall is
closed while the piping is being installed. The
construction will continue and connect to the
installed piping north of Stone Hall.
-The Alumni Green is closed, as is the rear exit of
College Hall and the College Hall bridge. Access to
the campus is through the University Promenade.

2012-13 ENTERTAINMENT
JAN 19

TUBBS SNOWSHOES
ROMP TO STOMP

JAN 22

TOUR DE CREEK
SHOP CHALLENGE

JAN 25—27

BURTON MOUNTAIN FESTIVAL
@ VERNON BASE

FEB 2—3

USASA MID-ATLANTIC SERIES

FEB 2

THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE

FEB 9

K2 PRETTY IN PINK
GIRLS ONLY RAIL JAM

FEB 16

VOLCOM PEANUT BUTTER
& RAIL JAM

FEB 16

THE AMISH OUTLAWS
@ RED TAIL LODGE

MAR 2

THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE

MAR 10

SNOW PLOW LUAU & POND SKIM
@ VERNON BASE

College Specials

WITH PRESENTATION OF A COLLEGE ID

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

GIRLS’
SHRED NIGHT

$20
PLAY DAY

CARLOAD

FRIDAY NIGHT
TUBING

COLLEGE
WEEKENDS

LADIES SKI/RIDE
FOR FREE

EVERYONE SKIS/RIDES
FOR $20 PP!

$59.99 FOR UP
TO 6 PEOPLE!

$10-OFF ADMISSION
WITH VALID COLLEGE ID

$99* FOR A CARLOAD
OF BUDDIES.
*PRE-PURCAHSE ONLINE REQUIRED.

mountaincreek.com/events
FOR TRANSPORTATION INFO, VISIT NJTRANSIT.COM/CREEK

SAT&SUN
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Transform
your life

Graduate
Open House
Sunday, February 10, 2013
12 p.m. / University Hall
REGISTER ONLINE

montclair.edu/graduate

1 Normal Avenue | Montclair, NJ 07043
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msufeature@gmail.com

What’s Trending?

Emerald With Envy:
Pantone’s Color of the Year
Jessica Czarnogursky
Feature Editor

Every year, Pantone – famous for the Pantone color wheel – picks a specific color to
be the “color of the year.” This year, Pantone has chosen emerald, the rich tone we associate with the deep green stone of the same name. Incorporating this bold color into your
wardrobe can not only help keep you fashionably current, but it can add an appropriate
splash of happiness into the often drab winter colors.

Clothes

Essie nail polish offers shades of emerald
nail polish in “Going Incognito,” “Pretty Edgy”
and the more muted “Mojito Madness.” A splash
of green on your fingers and toes is sure to keep
you smiling and stylish with the start of the new
semester.

Decor
Using shades of green can brighten
and liven up your room at home. Adding
pieces of green furniture and bedding to
your dorm can energize the space and give
it a fresh new start. With so many shades,
the color can invoke warmth with rich tones
or bright energy in lighter tones.

photo courtesy of orvana.co.uk

photo courtesy of etsy.com

photo courtesy of followpics.com

photo courtesy of 303magazinecom

photo courtesy of housetohome.com

Rocking the color
of the year? Tweet
your picture to
@MSU_fashion.

Nails

photo courtesy of macys.com

Accessories are the easiest way to
incorporate any color into your wardrobe.
For Pantone’s color, sprinkle into your
wardrobe a chunky green necklace, bangles
in shades of emerald, a leather satchel or
even earrings — think Beyonce at the
Inauguration. Add green laces to a pair of
your favorite Converse shoes or purchase
a green beanie to keep you warm as the
campus continues to grow colder. Emerald
can be paired with almost any color combination and will accentuate even the most
basic of outfits.

photo courtesy of gosuit.com

photos courtesy of essie.com

Accessories

photo courtesy of modcloth.com

photo courtesy of columbia.com

photo courtesy of macys.com

It’s impossible not to find a top, bottom or dress in your desired style that
incorporates emerald. Pairing a deep
green blazer with all black is a classy way
to make the typical business look pop. If
one thinks ahead, a tan body would look
great paired with a jewel-tone bikini.

The Montclarion • January 24, 2013
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Bi-ing Out Feminism
Liouxsie Doyle
Staff writer

photo courtesy of Bikini Kill

“I believe in the radical possibilities of pleasure, babe,” spat punk band, Bikini Kill frontrunner
Kathleen Hanna as a rallying cry to feminists to reclaim sexuality on their own terms.

Young women are accused
of many things. As little girls,
they may be tossed aside as frivolous or overly-imaginative. As
teenagers, they suffer dramatics
and are desperate for attention,
and as young adults in college,
they are prone to phases and
promiscuity. Particularly, bisexual women are often cast aside
as lesbians in denial or straight
girls “going through” something. This is such an observed
phenomenon that the moniker
L.U.G. (Lesbian Until Graduation) threatens to follow any
woman who explores her sexuality in college.
Why are bisexual women
so desired? In “lesbian” porn, the
actresses typically perform for a
third, presumably male viewer.
The inclusion of this male consumer is not necessarily limited to lesbian porn, but because
the genre allegedly centers on
a saphoerotic world, it becomes
an awkward love triangle when
men are indeed encouraged to
sit in and watch.
As delusional lesbians
execute sexual acts through an
erotic lens, the porno becomes
very much about pleasing the
male voyeur, more so, at times,
than the female partner in the
scene. If the heterosexual formula for pornography requires
one sexy girl, then two must be
even better. The male voyeur
may place himself in the porn,
living vicariously through the

active female partner so that
he may watch sexual acts occur
without any danger of seeing a
competitor male’s genitals. His
straightness is left intact, ironically, through viewing gay porn.
This may ultimately be
damning to realistic interpretations of bisexual women. By the
pornographic standard, lesbians
and bisexual women are sexually receptive to straight men in
the event of a threesome. This is
a perception of female sexuality
that writes homosexuality and
bisexuality off as nymphomania
and inherently male-centric.
Not only could this result
in the demeaning of female bisexuality as an invalid phase,
but it may lead a straight male
to mistakenly read into every
woman’s sexuality as a cry for
his attention. Bi-ing out lesbians
becomes a dangerous assumption.
When they aren’t being
sexualized by straight pornographic ideals, bisexual women
face stigmatization from the
lesbian community. Because
bisexuals are attracted to both
men and women, they are identified as having a “lesbian” side
and a “straight” side. Bisexual
individuals are thus split between these conflicting identities. Bisexual women are often
accused of wanting “the best of
both worlds” or “fence-sitting.”
They are also perceived as
more able and willing to assimi-

late into straight, mainstream
society than lesbians. One element of oppression some lesbians face comes from an overtly
masculine appearance. To “pass”
for straight, in this sense, is a
cop-out, compared to lesbians
whose sexuality is less than ambiguous. The bisexual woman is
characterized by many lesbian
scholars as an interloper who
can play straight in the streets
but queer in the sheets.
Because she can have the
option of avoiding conflicts or
judgment many lesbians face,
she is viewed as more likely to
abandon the gay rights’ struggle.
Coupled with this perceived willingness to switch between men
and women and thus bring back
diseases from both sides of the
fence, is the assumption that because a bisexual can have it all,
she automatically will want it
all. Many criticize bisexuals for
promiscuity.
One prominent scholar
on bisexuality, Paula Rust, observes that environment can
alter identities. A woman who
loves other women may call herself a lesbian to appease her girlfriends, but “queer” at a feminist
conference. The term “lesbian,”
in this case, is more intimately
self-explanatory, but may be exchanged for “queer” or “dyke”
as a more confrontational, more
politically-charged term.
As Girlfriends magazine
writer Jenny Weiss puts it, “Of

all the words for bisexual, the
worst is probably bisexual.” Challenging the term bisexual is the
recent appropriation of “queer.”
While bisexuality is deeply associated with two genders, queer
de-emphasizes the sex aspect of
relationships and blurs the gender binary. “Queer” represents a
viable alternative for many, yet
there remain those who stand by
“bisexual.”
By Alfred Kinsey’s scale,
the majority of people in America fall in the gray areas between
an entirely heterosexual 0 and
an entirely homosexual 6. This
scale measures three elements
of sexuality: practices, desires
and identity.
According to a study by
Rust, almost half of the lesbians
she surveyed had been with a
man; of lesbians who had been
out for 20+ years, 91 percent of
them had sex with men. Perhaps
seeing sexuality as a colorful
spectrum is helpful in understanding its fluidity for many. If
sexuality is so fluid, let’s just go
with the flow.

Bisexuality, like feminism, has freedom at its
root — the need to have more, not less, to say
‘and’ not ‘or.’”
— Jennifer Baumgardner, Look Both Ways
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‘Don’t You Worry Child’
Letters from Jordan

Jack Smith IV
Staff Writer

Never underestimate the power of a small group of committed people to change the world. In fact, it is the only thing that ever has.”
- Margaret Mead
photos courtesy of Jack Smith IV

Over the past two weeks, me and two other students
went with two members of the Montclair faculty to Amman,
Jordan to film a documentary before the semester began.
The project was “Hayatuna Amman,” a program designed to give arts education to the underserved children of
Jordan, whether in the areas of deepest poverty or the orphans and abandoned youth of Amman. The children were
approaching the time of their first performance on Jan. 19,
and we were going to go to film the trials and tribulations of
these teachers and children leading up to the event.
It was a last-minute assignment, as we had expedited
passports, throwing together equipment and extensive consulting of students who had travelled to the area in recent
memory. We flew out to Frankfurt two weeks from being notified that we received the funding with little understanding of
the region, arriving in the dead of night on Jan. 11.
Our understanding of the climate of the Middle East
resembled that of our conceptions of the American Southwest:
there were the cacti, scorpions and harsh sands, but in reality
The production crew in a home in Jabal Al-Natheef.
it resembled our familiar mild summers and cold, dry winters. Spiritus Mundi, the Swedish NGO that funds the
Hayatna project housed us at their apartment, which served mostly as their headquarters and secondarily as lodging for the pedagogues that come internationally to teach. The crew and I were mostly holed up with a tattooed Swedish rapper who comes periodically to teach songwriting.
In my capacity as a documentarian, I was concerned heading over to Amman. I was going to make a film, to document a project,
to do so in a way that would be moving and compelling to an international audience. To do so, we had to capture the story, find our
principal characters and demonstrate the unfolding of events in a dramatic way. We were there, however, with no particular immediate aim in sight under the care of an interested party and in a culture that we believed would be resistant to American voyeurism.
As to be expected, in any narrative, our
expectations were insufficient to prepare us for the
work ahead. Amman wasn’t the third-world dustbowl we’d anticipated. It was a sprawling, densely
populated city of five million; western, metropolitan and safe to roam at all times of day and night.
The Jordanian and Palestinian people were the
most energetic and welcoming we’d ever met, with
infectious energy and unmatched hospitality.
We started filming meetings and rehearsals and learning about the pedagogues, including
the singers, thespians, rappers, dancers and other
diverse talents that made up the Hayatuna team.
The more time we spent in the workshops, however, the more we started to observe the children:
Islam, the rambunctious wild child who they were
considering pulling from the show, and Saja, the
girl from the slums who’d risen to be the star of the
show. There was a cast of characters whose story
desperately needed telling.
Islam was one of the main subjects of the upcoming film.

When we’d allowed ourselves this kind of rededication to our subjects, it was as if every door opened to us. When we went to
visit the orphanage where Islam and some of the other children in the program spent their days and nights, we were led on a guided
tour of the facilities by none other than Islam herself. Saja Naji took us to Jabal Al-Natheef, Amman’s most impoverished neighborhood where she grew up. She took us into her home, introduced us to her parents, aunts, uncles and friends and walked us to the
community center to show us the photographs she’d taken as part of a workshop. For a society we were certain would be cloistered,
conservative and resistant, we were allowed to look in on their lives in ways almost no casual observer is ever permitted.
Our experience in Amman was of blissful failure: a failure of prejudice, a failure of expectation, a failure of resignation. We
were pushed to our greatest triumphs as documentary filmmakers by our subjects and the commitment that we developed through
our attention and involvement. There’s a certain emotionally dangerous attachment that comes with that kind of immersion in your
subject.
It was hard for any of us to leave Jordan, though the work had only just begun. We were already receiving Facebook messages from the kids in Jabal Al-Natheef. “When can we see the movie?” “What time is it in America?” “When will you return? We miss
you!”
There’s a gratification in a job well done,
or even in knowing you’ve just set out in a larger
endeavor, or in knowing that your love and labor
is needed. For those of us who returned from
Amman, that gratification is expressed in our
commitment and will constantly live on in our
heart.

To read the complete dayto-day chronicles of the
trip, and find out about
how the performance went,
read “Letters from Jordan”
at themontclarion.org
The stars of the show during dress rehearsals.
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Blogging from Abroad
Adriana Szaboova
Contributing writer

Greetings from Newcastle upon Tyne! Four fellow
Red Hawks and I made the journey to the United Kingdom to study abroad for a semester at Northumbria
University. Upon arriving, we were greeted by friendly
people and helpful advisors. We were all skeptical as to what
we should expect and most of us did not really prepare ourselves
mentally to be alone in a completely foreign country. But we were all pleasantly surprised at how helpful and welcoming the locals were.
I was expecting to get some sort of culture shock, but British culture is extremely similar to ours in the United States. There are a few differences, however, like the amount of time people spend partying. Compared to Montclair State
University, students here go out almost every night. There are even a few pubs
on campus that cater to students. Besides that, life abroad pretty much mimics
that of a normal student back at MSU.
With the first two days of classes over, we are still figuring out how classes
will lay out for the rest of the semester. Unlike Montclair, most of my classes do
not have exams during the term. Instead, a single paper or final exam counts as
100 percent of your grade. In other classes, professors are more lax with attendance, as long as all of your work is handed in.
Rosemary Soto, a junior, was surprised when she went to her classes. “The
people here were friendly. The tutors were very helpful and explained the course
in great detail and made the course sound fun. They really linked the class content to real world situations.”

To read the rest of Adriana’s
story, visit our website
themontclarion.org

Pictured: Adriana, Rosemary
and other MSU students outside the university
photo courtesy of Adriana Szaboova

Have a story idea?
Want to see your name
in the paper?
EMAIL MSUFEATURE@GMAIL.COM
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For Sale

Child Care

Prime Great Notch
Building Lot near
MSU. Asking $325K
Create your Dream
Home for Approx.
$110 per square
foot. Century 21
Cedarcrest 973-2281050 Ask for Lisa or
Dennis.

Before school care
and driver needed
for 12 and 14 year
old in our Cedar
Grove home (close to
campus) from 7A-8A
Monday to Thursday.
References,
background
clearances and car
required for
transportation to
school. 610-993-8796
or ncarrelli@
carebridge.com

Help Wanted
Wanted: 29
Serious People to
Work from Home
using a computer.
Up to $1500 - $5K
PT/FT www.ValleyIncomeOnline.
com

The Montclarion

Needed ASAP: P/T
caring babysitter for
2-yr-old daughter. 3
days/week, schedule
flexible. Needed for
morning routine and
daycare drop-off, noon
pick-up, afternoons.
Must drive/have car,
prior childcare
experience,
references. Extremely
discounted apartment
available for right
person. Contact Logan
707-797-7773 for
interview.

HELP
WANTED
Production Editor for
The Montclarion
Looks great on any resume!
Hands-on experience in the professional world
Creative and fun environment
Contact msuproduction@gmail.com for more information and details!
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A Gun Controlled Environment
have guns would like
to keep them, the promotion of guns could
also cause a potential
power struggle now
that everyone has
an equal opportunity
and a fighting chance.
The other mentality would be to
take away weapons
or make them much
harder to obtain,
which would lead to
less gun users in the
USA, but could mean
many losing their
only means of defending themselves.
Those who are
naturally malicious
will not be as willing
Vicky Leta | The Montclarion as a citizen to give
up their weapons.
The on-going debate
will be his primary focus
has definitely cornered our
for the next four years.
president. He has posted
With the main focus on
his stance on the matter on
the reformation on gun
the White House’s website.
control laws, many have
Some of the policies he
not considered upgrading
touches upon are as folthe school security system.
lows: Obama and Biden
There
is
much
support community camdebate that an armed
paigns to prevent youth
America would be the best
violence. They plan to
form of tactical defense
make the “Assault Weapin the country, meaning
on Ban” permanent and
the purchasing of guns
give police officers across
will become an easier prothe nation gun trace incess. This kind of idealformation, making it easism could be promoting
ier to solve gun crimes
guns, giving more citiand illegal arms trades.
zens a feeling of security
The president has not
knowing that a pistol is
made any of these policies
strapped to their thigh.
official, but these are some
As much as those who

I

T

his past year has
truly stuck by its name
as the “chaos year.”
The end of the world
may have not happened, but an enormous amount of tragedy happened in 2012.
With both the Aurora,
Colo. and Sandy Hook
shootings happening
only a few months after one another, these
incidents have caused
a major debate about
gun
control
laws.
Obama has just
been
inaugurated
and now is debating
if this much needed
reform on gun control

speculations as to what
will be changed over the
course of his presidency.
Many states have also
been debating the issue of
having armed guards patrol public schools. Long Island citizens have voted to
have armed guards in their
schools, although Mayor
Bloomberg himself doesn’t
agree with their decision.
He believes this would be
promoting guns instead
of restricting gun use.
A
Florida
mother
named Laura Lauria has
donated $11,000 to her
child’s elementary school
so that the school may
hire armed guards, but
once again, seeing guns
may not be the most suitable approach when it
comes to securing schools.
Not only can the sight
of a gun leave an impression on children, it is
also not a fool-proof defense mechanism. For
example, Columbine had
armed guards present,
but that didn’t stop Klebold and Harris to commit such a heinous act.
Others have suggested
that professors and teachers should be armed with
weapons, which once again
leaves a very impressionable image in a child’s mind.
Also, having professors
armed would be outrageous. No student will feel
safe knowing there is a

gun in their classroom.
The answer to our
gun laws isn’t what is
in question, though.
In fact, the question is about making public schools and
universities
safer.
How many times
have we have had people sleeping in our libraries and lounges and
have found out they are
neither staff nor students of the university?
There needs to be improvements made to our
own school’s security.
The first step would
be to install more
cameras on campus.
Many public schools
use building security
booths as an access
point into a building.
Others are even investing in metal detectors and bulletproof
glass. This may be
some things to consider when discussing the improvement
of campus security.
Let’s face the facts:
it is impossible to stop
illegal activity, which
includes illegal firearm
trades, but school security is one thing we can
focus on that may actually make a difference.

Students Speak
In what ways can Montclair
improve security on campus?

Mike Panepinto
Sophomore
Broadcasting

Lisa Burnup
Junior
Family and Child Studies

“Montclair can improve security on campus by adding
some video cameras in certain places that aren’t accessible, like the Student Center
because I know that some
robberies have occurred down
there and I think that would
help.
Also, [they should]
have more cops in the Student Center and [other] popular places because I think
that the cops are around.
[However,] they’re not in
the places that are too populated and they don’t help
the students out that much.”

“I think that they should
“The problem that I have
with security is the blue
put cameras near every
dorm building, just belight phones that are supcause when you walk at
posed to be available around
campus. You’re supposed
night time alone,
it can be
Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion
really scary, but that can
to be able to see two from
be prevented by the camno matter where you are
eras, so you know someon campus. They’re very
one is always watching.”
hard to see, which is not a
very good situation because
they’re supposed to be very
easily accessible, and some
of them aren’t. They should
be available to everybody,
and I don’t think a lot of
people even know that those
resources are available.”

Amber Kusching
Sophomore
Theater Studies

Josue Guifarro
Freshman
Undeclared
“I think that in order to
have more security around
campus, they should have
more security guards.”
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Turn of the Century: Era of Technological Warfare
When cyber-bullying is the cause of lost humanity

A

man
once
said
that the most
intelligent
people in the
world
are
also the most
depressed
Sekinah Brodie b e c a u s e
columnist
they realize
how messed
up the world actually is. I would
beg to differ with this theory.
Intelligence aside, anybody with
eyes can see that the dynamic of
the world has traveled downhill in
terms of humanity and the way we
treat each other on a daily basis.
When I ask if the world has lost
its compassion, I can only refer to
my daily experiences and the actions that I witness amongst others.
If you observe the world through
the internet, it would seem that
the answer to my question is yes.
The world has completely lost its
compassion. The day when popular
video sharing websites such as World
Star Hip Hop started promoting

violence, crime and in particular,
fights, I knew people were changing.
Last month, New York Post
posted picture of a man about to
be struck by an oncoming subway
train on its cover, headlined with
“Pushed on the Subway Track,
this Man is About to Die.” Not
one person could find it in their
hearts to attempt to help the
man before the train inevitably came and crushed him?
Being empathic is not a trait
that everyone embodies. In fact,
there are people among us who are
completely numb to any emotion
or genuine feelings at all. This is
evident, as in the past few years
the presence of online bullying
has
skyrocketed.
Since my generation and the
upcoming generation are seemingly obsessed with documenting every aspect of their lives online, it’s no surprise that online
bullying is so widespread now.
The problem is that the youth
have grown up in an Internetinfluenced era. All they know
is social media, social network-

ing,

smartphones and Google.
You can create relationships
with people from the confines of
your room and never go out and interact with real people, and some
are completely fine with that.
Social media has inadvertently
caused us to become anti-social
beings that lack communication
skills so much so that many of us
can no longer relate to each other.
In the online world, we have
reduced other human beings to
avatars and usernames who lack
feelings, so we feel it’s appropriate to talk to these people as
if
they
do
not
matter.
You can say the most hurtful and
vile things to someone online and
never face any consequences because
you can hide behind anonymity.
The Internet is the gift and the
curse of the modern world. People
who never had a voice now have
the forum to say anything to anybody and that power can be misused and abused very quickly.
There are also individuals who
build friendships and alliances online with people who they will most

likely never meet in real life. Insecure individuals will go to the ends
of the Earth to protect this persona, not realizing that once you turn
off your laptop or mobile device,
that persona is no longer relevant.
As long as the internet provides escapism and anonymity, humans will continue to
lose touch with each other.
There is no obvious solution as
to the revival of compassion.
This country especially thrives
on entertainment and drama.
People will continue to stand
by and watch others fight, get attacked or even killed as long as
they are the first to get “likes” and
approval for uploading the video.
What can be done? Is there
any way that we can better relate
to each other? Will this generation just continue to contribute to
the demise of all things humane?
Answers are imperative if
we ever want to generate any
transformation in our world.
Sekinah Brodie, a broadcasting major, is in her first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

A Barbie Girl Living in the Real World
Ukrainian model chooses the plastic life, life in plastic not so fantastic

S

ince
her
creation
in
1959, Barbie
has
been a role
model
to
the young
kristen bryfogle
girls who
asst. opinions
played with
editor
her plastic
self. Barbie has what few women
can boast: a nice figure, a couture
wardrobe, a steady boyfriend and
limitless freedom of career and
leisure. For decades, women have
been trying to become more like
Barbie, or should I say a plastic
toy with a fictional life which by
nature is unachievable.
However, a new trend in internet culture has taken emulating
Barbie and her style to a new level
of reality.
In the past few years, some
young women have taken to copying Barbie and her personal style
to gain popularity by changing
their appearance to look like an

actual Barbie doll.
From inhumanly narrow waists
to bleached hair and perfectly proportioned facial features, these
girls have gone through major
physical reconstruction to give off
the illusion that they are living
dolls.
Ukrainian
model
Valeria
Lukyanova is the most publicized
offender, who uses cosmetic tricks
and her tiny waist, likely coaxed
to its size by a tightening corset,
to play Barbie in real life.
Although Lukyanova is not the
only girl who dresses as a human
doll on the internet, her appearance has brought on fans and media intrigue as well as criticism,
more so than other models gone
doll.
These doll girls initially flabbergasted me, especially Lukyanova,
who strives so openly to fit the
“Barbie ideal.”
It’s no secret that for decades,
women have tried to look like Barbie, whom they consider to have a
perfect figure and, perhaps, a perfect life. But as a girl who grew up

playing with Barbie, I find it so
surprising that this is all Barbie
is known for.
Sure, Barbie has an exaggerated figure, but Barbie was everything a little girl dreamed of
being. She was a rock star, a ballerina, a doctor, a babysitter and
a detective all in one day. Barbie
was black, white, Asian, Latina or
even in a wheelchair.
To me, Barbie was never about
personal appearance, but about
the limitless possibilities of imagination and potential in life. In a
world where many professions
are still run by men, I think it’s
inspirational that often the first
constructed image of femininity
girls see is Barbie with a career
and not sacrificing things like
friends, love, attention of personal
appearance and simply having fun
in order to have that occupation.
If this is Barbie’s true message, then Lukyanova has completely missed the point in her
transformation into a living doll.
In an interview with V Magazine,
Lukyanova said, “Many people say

bad things about people who want
to perfect themselves. This is how
they justify not wanting to strive
for self-improvement.” I would argue that by striving to look like a
doll, Lukyanova is not perfecting
herself at all but altering herself
to the point where the world may
never know what her true beauty
is.
When women take the Barbie
ideal literally and try to become a
Barbie doll by altering their bodies and masking their true appearances, the joy of Barbie is lost.
Instead of embracing personal
beauty and potential, women attempt to become a different person
and lose the love of beauty and accomplishment which Barbie has
come to represent.
The world could use fewer human dolls and many more humans
who embrace their own internal
strengths as well as their own
beauty, for these are the qualities
which I believe Barbie has come
to represent.
Kristen Bryfogle, a Classics major, is in her first year
as assistant opinion editor for The Montclarion.

In regard to “The Defamation of Grover Furr” (printed in the December 13 edition of the Montclarion)

"When [Furr] writes and speaks
on the subject of English literature, he is using his title of professor properly. When Grover
Furr claims that he is a professor
at Montclair State, in the course
of writing about Stalinism he is
seeking to gain credibility he does
not deserve and has not earned."
-Arthur V. Belenduik

“The fact remains that he is a
Professor of Medieval Literature, posing as a historian at
MSU. Based on student comments going back MANY years,
he has used his position to force
his views upon others, and his
extremist views are hosted on
his MSU webpage...The bottom
line is whether someone like him
should be allowed to ‘teach’ students and promote his perverted
view of history on a NJ state web
page. Would we allow a Holocaust denier, a pedophile or a racist to continue to hold a teaching
position at MSU under similar
circumstances? I don’t think so.”

"[Belenduik's] argument that
university faculty should not use
their titles when they write outside their specialty is completely
non-sensical and is definitely not
practiced by the swarm of anticommunist zealots that have
flooded the academic world."
-Petros Georgiou

- Fred Perkins

Concerning Editorials and Columns

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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The Man of A Thousand Locks
An investigation into Nicolas Cage’s ever-changing, ever-beautiful hairdos

T

oward
the
end
of last semester, an
esteemed
colleague
of
mine
took the
liberty to
write an
levon syers
article
columnist
highlighting the work of art that is Nicolas
Cage, whose reputation, as she
pointed out, is seemingly impregnable, especially after considering
some of the roles he has chosen in
the past (The Wicker Man immediately comes to mind).
That is not to say he is a bad
actor, as my colleague also clearly noted that his talent shows
through in films such as “Adaptation” or “Leaving Las Vegas.”
Perhaps Nicolas Cage simply
loves making films, particularly
bad films, so that he can keep his
“good” reputation among his newer fans, especially those who have
scoured YouTube for compilations
of his brazen, often terrifying outbursts.
Not only does Cage have the
talent for choosing bad roles and
then using these roles to advance
his popularity, he also has a knack
for buying outlandish and extravagant properties, only to foreclose
on them a few years later. Over the

Nicolas Cage in The Wicker Man

past six years, Nicolas Cage has
foreclosed on at least six different
properties, which included a castle
in Bavaria and his $10.5 million
Bel Air Home, which real estate
agent Bret Parsons described as
a “frat house bordello,” according
to an article on Accounting Web’s
website entitled “Nicolas Cage:
A Tale of Multiple Foreclosures.”
Even after paying $6.25 million
in back taxes last year, Mr. Cage
still owes the Internal Revenue
Service $7 million in back taxes
dating as early as 2002.
Many actors would crumble
and fade away under such circumstances, yet Nicolas Cage continues to astound us with his resilience in Hollywood circles. How is
this possible? Is there some sort of
secret weapon that Nicolas Cage
has in his arsenal that allows him
to bounce back so rigorously? After doing some in-depth research
regarding this phenomenon, it
has been discovered that the key
to Nicholas Cage’s resilience and
success is his hair.
Nicolas Cage’s hair, the secret
to his resilience, is anything but.
His hair—from “Peggy Sue Got
Married” in 1986 to “Con Air” in
1996 to “Season of the Witch” in
2011—is consistently bad, bad to
the point where critics and fans
tend to not care about the movies
he stars in as much as they care
about what type of bird’s nest will
be resting atop his head next.
His hair is a metaphor for his

career: it is often ugly, but it is
this ugliness that allows for a
more personable approach when
regarding his work, allowing Mr.
Cage the freedom to abase his
hair to the advantage of his acting
career.
What is Nicolas Cage’s hair
made of? This question has perplexed scientists for years, and
much to their dismay has left a
distinct anomaly in the field of
male hygiene.
What most researchers failed
to recognize is that Nicolas Cage’s
hair is actually grafted from multiple sources to fit whatever role
he is currently portraying. For example, in “Raising Arizona”, Mr.
Cage used grafts from his back
and chest hair in order to create
that memorable “my head hair
looks like it was grafted from my
chest hair” look.
In “The Wicker Man,” the
cast and crew put together dried
shrubs and left over fur from the
bear suit used in the movie in order to create the beautiful quaff
we saw on screen.
In “Con Air,” Nicolas Cage actually had threads from the Shroud
of Turin weaved into his existing
strands in order to create that
Jesus Christ look he pulled off so
well. Where there is a movie or a
chance to be on screen, there is
a way to find random things to
weave into Nicolas Cage’s hair.
His hair has provided the cornerstone with which he has en-

Nicolas Cage in Con Air

dured. It has provided comic relief
for countless YouTube enthusiasts
watching him flip out on screen,
and has also quelled the aggression he is often faced with from
the IRS.
It has helped him win over
millions and will continue to do
so until it decides to leave us and
join the alien race from whence it
came.
It has been donated to charity, only to be re-donated back to
him later on for film roles. Nicolas Cage’s hair is the modern day
equivalent to the Rosetta Stone,
but for actors instead of alchemists.
It has been rumored that in
New Orleans near one of his now
sold properties, Cage actually
used patches of his hair in order
to treat a stab wound victim prior
to the arrival of the ambulance.
Not only was the wound completely healed by the time they
arrived to the hospital, but there
was also a small imprint of what
looked like Nicolas Cage’s face
where the wound used to be. More
research needs to be done before
this rumor can be confirmed.
If you are looking for more
supplemental material, it is suggested that you should watch “The
Evolution of Nicolas Cage’s Hair.”
Enjoy!
Levon Syers, an English major, is in his first year as
a columnist for The Montclarion.

Nicolas Cage in Raising Arizona

The Second Amendment Calls for Recoil
Recent shootings call for the reevaluation of the second amendment

W

i t h
the theater
shootings
in Aurora,
Colo. and
the most
r e c e n t
shooting
of 26 peoAurora Polanco
ple, 20 of
Columnist
whom were
children in Newtown, Conn., one
can’t deny it’s been a tough year.
We hear about more and more
shootings on the news and they
are happening more frequently.
The Sandy Hook massacre has
sparked a nationwide awareness
for the need for gun control. Most
scream for tougher gun control
laws while others feel the need to
lessen the laws and level the field
between the armed and dangerous and civilians.
Since Sandy Hook, President
Obama and other government officials have made the reformation
of gun control laws their top prior-

ity. However, gun control laws are
going to pose a difficult challenge
to change because many want
to keep the Second Amendment.
Others say that Sandy Hook is
the last straw and revisions to
the law must be made.
Aren’t we past the days where a
gun in each house is safe and reasonable, considering the law was
drafted way back in the 1700s?
Furthermore, if every household
had a gun, wouldn’t that cause
another problem of its own?
We live in an era of gray where
simply black and white do not
exist anymore.
We live in a time where people
can simply snap at any moment.
It might be naïve of us to believe
we could supply everyone with
guns and not have someone willing to abuse that power or abuse
weapons while in the wrong state
of mind.
If we are okay knowing every
neighbor has a gun, we have to
ask ourselves: How close is close
enough? After Sandy Hook, many
have taken to the polls to vote on

how to make our children safer.
Most recently, Long Island residents voted yes on having armed
guards patrolling local schools.
Some say this will make the students safer.
Others argue that having guns
around children is asking for another Virginia Tech or Columbine.
While Long Island residents have
voted, many are still opposed.
New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg and public schools
chancellor Dennis Walcott are
both very opposed to the idea of
placing armed guards in Long Island schools. They are both long
standing supporters of stricter
gun controls and regulation.
President Obama, another
supporter of stricter gun control
has placed gun control laws on
his to do list as well. He intends
to demand universal background
checks on any gun buyer, renew
a ban on military-grade assault
weapons, which expired back in
2004 and place a ban on high-capacity ammunition clips.
However, Obama intends to

respect the Second Amendment
and will try not to limit it. However, something has to be done.
Obama has said, ‘Let’s do the right
thing for [Sandy Hook victims
and survivors] and for this country that we love so much.’
Changing gun control laws
will pose a difficult challenge for
Obama. Those who oppose stricter gun laws cling to the Second
Amendment, which was intended
more for militias than anything
else, but fail to see what we have
become. The U.S. is one of the
countries with the least amount
of gun control laws and regulations.
It is reported an American is
20 times more likely to get shot
than any other civilian in developed countries in the world.
These are facts that cannot
be argued with. Perhaps stricter
gun control is the solution for our
problem.
Aurora Polanco, an English and Psychology
major, is in her first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.
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It’s Oscar Time Again
Educated Predictions

Ken Macri
Staff Writer

The 85th Academy Awards
are approaching and Hollywood's biggest night is sure to be
a nail biter. Here are my official
predictions for all the major categories, but as we all know, anything can happen at the Oscars!
Be sure to tune in on Feb. 24
at 7 p.m. on ABC to see if your
favorite stars and movies from
2012 take home the gold statues.
Best
Picture
Nominees:
Amour, Argo, Beasts of the
Southern Wild, Django Unchained, Les Misérables, Life of
Pi, Lincoln, The Silver Linings
Playbook, Zero Dark Thirty.
The Best Picture field this
year is a crowded one, with nine
nominees in total, but overall I
see this being a three horse race
in the end. The fact that Ben Affleck and Kathryn Bigelow were
both shockingly left out of the best
director race puts Argo and Zero
Dark Thirty at a major hurdle.
Argo took home the Golden Globe
for Best Picture: Drama, and
would be my personal choice for
the win, but Affleck’s snub makes
an Argo win highly unlikely.
Amour was a beautifully craft-

ed and heartfelt film, although
there is no chance the Oscar this
year is going to a foreign language
film, so Amour is out. Quentin
Tarantino’s bloody, over-thetop, Django Unchained should
be content with just its nomination, and has no shot at winning
Best Picture. Unfortunately,
this means no funny acceptance
speech from Tarantino, unless
he takes home best screenplay.
Beasts of the Southern Wild
was one of the most critically acclaimed, low-budget indie films
of all time, but now it is in the
ring with the big boys and should
just step to the side. Les Misérables was an on-screen musical for the ages. It was grandiose and well-staged, but no Tom
Hooper in the best director category means no Best Picture for
Les Misérables—sorry, England.
This leaves us with Life of Pi,
Lincoln and The Silver Linings
Playbook. While Life of Pi came
in second with eleven total nominations, none were in the acting
categories, which may hurt its
odds. Ang Lee at the helm increases its odds slightly, but 90
percent of the time, a film’s acting outweighs its visuals in the
end. The Academy’s love affair
with producer Harvey Weinstein

A historic drama could mean a big win for Spielberg. (Photo courtesy of filmofilia.com)

makes Silver Linings Playbook
a clear frontrunner, not to mention it has acting nominations
in every category. However, I’m
going with Steven Spielberg’s
Lincoln to win best picture.
This historical drama starring the superb Daniel DayLewis is already being deemed
an American classic, and I believe it’s time Spielberg adds
another statue to his collection.

Best Director Nominees:
Michael Haneke for Amour

Benh Zeitlin for Beasts of the
Southern Wild

(Photo courtesy of guardian.co.uk)

My Pick for Best Director:
Steven Spielberg, Lincoln
Being that I picked Lincoln to
win Best Picture, Steven Spielberg is my obvious choice in this
category. But remember, the
last time that a director from the
Best Picture winner didn’t win
Best Director was in 2005, when
Paul Haggis was snubbed for
Crash by none other than Ang
Lee for Brokeback Mountain.
So even if Lincoln wins the
top prize, I wouldn’t be shocked
if Ang Lee rained on Spielberg’s
parade for his visual masterpiece, the so-called “unfilmable,”
Life of Pi. Of course, this logic is
all for naught if Harvey Weinstein gets his way and The Silver Linings Playbook wins Best
Picture, which would make David O. Russell the frontrunner.
Michael Haneke and Benh Zeitlin aren’t completely out of the
mix just yet, but let’s just say
they shouldn’t hold their breath.

Ang Lee for Life of Pi

David O. Russell for
The Silver Linings Playbook.

Spielberg on the set of Lincoln.

(Photo courtesy of malibutimes.com)
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More Oscar Predictions

(Photo courtesy of theamericanconservative.com)

Best Lead Actor Nominees: Bradley Cooper in The Silver Linings Playbook, Daniel Day-Lewis in Lincoln, Hugh Jackson in Les
Misérables, Joaquin Phoenix in The Master, Denzel Washington in
Flight.
My Pick: Daniel Day-Lewis, Lincoln
The Best Lead Actor race is one of the very few categories
this year with a clear frontrunner, Daniel Day-Lewis. Lewis’
performance almost made it seem like we were watching the
16th president himself on the big screen in some lost footage.
From his towering presence to his famous beard, Lewis embodied Abraham Lincoln in ways that no man could ever emulate.
It was a performance for the ages, conveying a man who led
America through a grave constitutional and moral crisis. Joaquin
Phoenix was also brilliant in his return to the big screen in The Master,
but unfortunately for Joaquin, Lewis’ presence in the category questions whether his fellow nominees should even bother showing up.
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(Photo courtesy of awardsdaily.com)

Best Lead Actress Nominees: Jessica Chastain in Zero Dark
Thirty, Jennifer Lawrence in The Silver Linings Playbook, Emmanuelle Riva in Amour, Quvenzhané Wallis in Beasts of the Southern
Wild, Naomi Watts in The Impossible.
My Pick: Jennifer Lawrence, The Silver Linings Playbook
Quvenzhané Wallis is the youngest Academy Award nominee of all time at age nine for her work in Beasts of the Southern Wild, but I don’t suggest she stay up past her bedtime for
the winner to be announced. Naomi Watts, while brilliant in
the underrated The Impossible, also has no shot, unfortunately.
This is another three-horse race between Emmanuelle Riva, Jennifer Lawrence and Jessica Chastain. Amour actually means “love,”
and while the film received a ton of that from the Academy, I’m cautiously picking Jennifer Lawrence over Riva, who, at 86, had a career defining role as a scarred musician after suffering a stroke.
This also means I’m picking against Jessica Chastain. Even though
Chastain took home ever major award so far, including a Golden Globe,
I see the Academy throwing us their yearly curveball in this category;
Lawrence is building a ton of steam as the Oscars approach, not to mention Silver Linings Playbook had a very strong showing at the nominations announcement. This category presents an impending nail biter.

(Photo courtesy of eonline.com)

Best Supporting Actress Nominees: Amy Adams in The Master,
Sally Field in Lincoln, Anne Hathaway in Les Misérables, Helen
Hunt in The Sessions, Jacki Weaver in The Silver Linings Playbook.
My Pick: Anne Hathaway, Les Misérables
Like Best Lead Actor, Best Supporting Actress is pretty much set
in stone. Anne Hathaway might as well start preparing her speech
now, as she is a lock. After all, she didn’t get a haircut for nothing.

(Photo courtesy of collider.com)

Best Supporting Actor Nominees: Alan Arkin in Argo, Robert De
Niro in The Silver Linings Playbook, Phillip Seymour Hoffman in
The Master, Tommy Lee Jones in Lincoln, Christoph Waltz in Django Unchained.
My Pick: Tommy Lee Jones, Lincoln

(Photo courtesy of csmonitor.com)

Best Animated Film Nominees: Brave, Frankenweenie, ParaNorman, The Pirates! Band of Misfits, Wreck-It Ralph.
My Pick: Frankenweenie
Best Animated Film is typically the award that has a clear winner before the Oscars even air. Recent winners such as Up, Rango and Toy Story 3 made this category easy to predict in the past,
but this year its one of the toughest to forecast. Brave was an early frontrunner, but the fact that it came out so early in the year
makes it seem somewhat forgettable in the midst of the more current releases, Frankenweenie and Wreck-It Ralph. The combination
of Disney’s track record in this category and the prospect of Tim
Burton finally winning an Oscar makes Frankenweenie my pick.

The Best Supporting Actor category is by far the toughest category to predict this year and let me say right off the bat – Anyone in this category has a shot at winning. In fact, everyone in
this category has previously won at least one Oscar. Alan Arkin
won an Oscar back in 2007 for Little Miss Sunshine when everyone had their money on Eddie Murphy, so I wouldn’t be completely baffled if he somehow pulled off the win so Argo could get some
much deserved gold its way, but don't bet all your chips on this one.
Christoph Waltz recently won the Golden Globe for Best Supporting Actor, although his chances here are much slimmer, yet
he is still a possibility. While Phillip Seymour Hoffman stands a
shot at winning and I believe should win, the fact that The Master was left out of the Best Picture race really makes me question his chances. That leaves us with two Oscar veterans, Robert De Niro and Tommy Lee Jones. This is almost painful to
predict, but I’m giving Tommy Lee Jones the slight edge over De
Niro, provided Lincoln has the big night many think it will have.
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The City Before the Sex
A Look at The Carrie Diaries
Regan Brown
Staff Writer

A new year brings new
episodes from some of your favorite “can’t miss” TV shows.
A new year also brings new
TV shows that have the potential to reach that golden
“can’t
miss”
status.
At this time, I’d like to call
out to all you Sex and the City
fans. For six years (1998-2004),
millions of people fell in love with
a show that was bold, funny,
sexy and creative, taking place
in the iconic location known
as “the city that never sleeps,”
New York. No one can deny
that Sex and the City reached
cult status by the time of its departure in 2004, taking eight
Golden Globes with it. In 2008,
Sex and the City was brought
back to life as a movie, which
produced a sequel in 2010.
The most notable character
from Sex and the City was its
protagonist played by Sarah
Jessica Parker, Carrie Bradshaw. Throughout the years of
watching her navigate the insand-outs of her life, you might
wonder what Carrie was like
before she made it big in the city.
Guess what? You don’t
have to wonder anymore.

A young Carrie Bradshaw takes the city by storm.

On Monday, Jan. 14, the pilot episode of The Carrie Diaries aired. The show, which is a
prequel to Sex and the City and
based on the book series written by Candace Bushnell, follows Carrie Bradshaw, a junior
in high school living in Connecticut with her father and
her 14 year-old sister, Dorrit.
The show begins in the year
1984, a year belonging to the decade where the music revolution
of rock n’ roll was in its golden
years, the fashion scene was being reborn, diversity and culture
were springing up around every
corner and people were embracing their individuality while
trying to bring their dreams
to life (If I had the chance to
be alive to experience any decade of my choosing, it would
be the 1980s, without a doubt).
The pilot introduced the

young Carrie Bradshaw, portrayed by AnnaSophia Robb,
trying to get over the loss of her
mother to cancer. Luckily, Carrie has her three best friends:
Jill, Maggie and Walt. Maggie
and Walt have been together for
two years, but Walt is slowly realizing that he’s gay and Maggie
definitely isn’t deserving of the
“girlfriend of the year” title. In an
effort to raise her spirits, Carrie’s
father gets her an internship for
one day a week at a law firm in
Carrie’s dream city, Manhattan.
On her first day of her internship, Carrie meets Larissa
Loughlin, a style-editor for Interview Magazine, and is automatically taken under Larissa’s wing
due to her purse. The pilot focused on the importance of having
family and friends around you,
especially in a time of mourning.
The second episode, “Lie to

(Photo courtesy of popmatters.com)

Me”, which aired Jan. 21, showed
the importance of being honest
and trustworthy to and for the
ones you love and care about because lies have the tendency to
catch up to you at some point or
another. Carrie experiences the
consequences and the rewards of
honesty with her father, her sister, her boss at the law firm and
with her love interest, Sebastian
Kyyd, portrayed by Austin Butler.
I’ll be honest, I wasn’t sure if
I was going to like this show, but
after watching the first two episodes, I’ll admit that they have
kept me interested in wanting
to see how everything plays out.
So if you were a fan of Sex
and the City and of Carrie
Bradshaw, I definitely recommend that you give The Carrie Diaries a glance. The Carrie Diaries airs Monday nights
at 8 p.m. on the CW network.
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19th Century Classic Gets a Hollywood Debut

Review of the Drama Les Misérables

Kelly McGeary
Staff Writer

Do you hear the people
sing? I mean singing for the
long-awaited arrival of Les
Misérables to theaters. Tom
Hooper's adaptation of the hit
musical that shares its name
erupted in theaters this Christmas. The motion picture is based
on the long beloved Broadway
sensation which has been seen
by more than 60 million people
in 42 countries and in 21 languages around the globe and is
still breaking box-office records
everywhere in its 28th year.
Originally based on Victor Hugo's novel Les Misérables
set against the backdrop of
19th century France, the story dictates the journey of exprisoner Jean Valjean and his
endless chase with policeman
Javert, who dedicates his life to
hunting down Valjean after he
breaks his parole. After 10 years
of hiding and what he thinks
is a new start, Valjean agrees
to care for factory worker Fantine's young daughter, Cosette.
Les Misérables depicts a breathtaking story of broken dreams
and unrequited love, of passion
and sacrifice and of strength
and the power of human spirit.
Commanded
by
The
King's Speech's Academy Awardwinning director, Tom Hooper,
the production is jam-packed
with A-list stars including Hugh

Hathaway delivers a stellar performance!

Jackman (Jean Valjean), Russell
Crowe (Javert), Anne Hathaway
(Fantine), Amanda Seyfried (Cosette), Eddie Redmayne (Marius), Aaron Tveit (Enjolras), Samantha Barks (Eponine), Helena
Bonham Carter (Madame Thenardier) and Sacha Baron Cohen
(Thenardier). Hooper not only
dedicated an immense amount of
time and effort transforming the
critically-acclaimed Broadway
musical to fit the realm of film,
but also to achieve a balance
between film and live theater.
For this reason, along with
many others, Hooper had his entire cast sing live while filming
instead of pre-recording and lipsyncing. “The only way to make

(Photo courtesy of popwatch.ew.com)

this work is by capturing it in
the moment,” Hooper explained.
Moved to tears while reading the
screenplay, he said, “With the
combination of the way the music
made me feel and the effect the
screenplay had on me, I thought
there was an amazing opportunity to work in an emotional way.”
Did the film do this incredibly
well-known musical justice? In
my humble opinion the movie was
extremely well done, aside from
a few minor complaints, and also
at times had me in tears. No moment was more tear-jerking than
Anne Hathaway's portrayal of
the tragic Fantine. Her soliloquy,
“I Dreamed a Dream” earned her
a well-deserved Golden Globe
for Best Supporting Actress.

Hugh Jackman also won a
very well-deserved Golden Globe
for Best Actor in a Comedy or
Musical. But although the actor has Broadway experience,
his vocals fell slightly short:
The sharp quality of his voice
did not quite fit. He seemed to
be suffering from a slightly nasally case of overactive vibrato.
But Jackman gave a truly heartwrenching performance as the
lovable ex-convict and did an
astounding job conveying the
myriad of complex emotions.
Russell Crowe plays Javert, the policeman who not only
fights with protagonist Valjean,
but also undergoes intense internal conflict as he tries to balance
his infallible sense of right and
wrong and obedience to the law
with his own moral compass. Although Crowe began his career
in musical theater, the Oscarwinning actor's performance
falls short. His monotone demeanor throughout the film does
this complex character no justice.
All in all, however, the
major motion picture rendition
of Les Misérables marries the
classic Broadway masterpiece
with meticulous attention to
detail and incredible artistic vision from director Tom Hooper.

Girls: A Breath of Fresh Air
Daniell DeSisto
Staff Writer

Girls, an up-and-coming
comedy series on HBO, premiered its second season
on Jan. 13. While I had
never heard of the series before a few weeks
ago, every person I approached about the show had
plenty to ramble over, from the
brilliance of creator and star
Lena Dunham to the realistic
light shed upon spoiled white
women
in
their
20s.
Girls managed to snatch two
Golden Globes this year (Best
Television Series — Comedy
or Musical and Best Performance by an Actress in a
Television Series to creator
and star Lena Dunham)
along with numerous Emmy
nominations. Clearly, this is a
show that gets people talking.
The series follows Hannah
Harvoth (played by Lena
Dunham), an aspiring writer
attempting to balance her life
after her parents choose to stop
financially supporting her.
In Season 2, Hannah's challenges include taking care of
her ex-boyfriend, Adam (who
was hit by a truck on her behalf) as well as getting involved
in a new casual relationship.
Along for the ride are Hannah's best friend, Marnie, who
loses her job in the Season 2
opener after her company
“downsizes,” Jessa, who just
recently returned from her

(Photo courtesy of zayzay.com)

Who runs the world? GIRLS!

Honeymoon after rushing into
marriage; Shoshanna, a quirky
and innocent girl dealing
with the aftermath of losing
her virginity; and Elijah, Hannah's ex-boyfriend-turned-gay
now residing as her roommate.
I found the first two episodes of Season 2 (all that
have aired so far) to be
enjoyable and easy to follow,
considering my prior lack of
knowledge. Despite the fact
that the plot line seems to
be steering out of control at
times, the overall show is
entertaining and has some really fantastic comical moments.
The characters are also
lovable and I rooted for
them to achieve their goals
throughout
the
episodes.

Nevertheless, the aspect I found most interesting
about Girls was its portrayal of
the average-looking woman.
Lena Dunham, while by no
means “fat,” is not the skinniest
actress on the planet, nor
the most attractive overall.
However she chooses (after all,
she writes and directs the show)
to appear naked or scantily
clad in numerous scenes. I myself can't think of many shows
in television who shed light on
women who don't possess perfect figures. I found that aspect
of Girls to be extremely refreshing and re-enforced the realistic
tone of the series.
Girls is certainly a show
worth checking out for anyone looking for a light comedy

with a side of drama and will
be a breath of fresh air for
those tired of seeing models
rule the television scene. Girls
airs on HBO on Sundays at 9 p.m.
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Nothing Like the Fresh Smell of Ice Again
You can start putting
away your Mighty Ducks VHS
tapes because the hellacious 119day lockout has finally come to
an end. It had taken numerous
long meetings that involved the
NHLPA (Players Association)
and the NHL owners in dire attempts towards coming up with
a collective bargaining agreement that would accommodate
both sides’ revenues. Essentially, this lockout was very similar
in comparisons with last year’s
NFL and NBA lockout disputes
between the players and owners. However, this had now been
the third time a lockout had occurred under NHL commissioner
Gary Bettman. I can now understand why fans decide to boo at
Bettman when he comes out on
the ice every year to present the
Conn Smythe Trophy as well as
the team that wins the Stanley
Cup. Despite whether fans disapprove of Bettman, they are
still ecstatic to know that hockey
is indeed back for a jam-packed
48-game season. In fact, all 17
home openers were sold out.
Here are some of the repercussions that have taken
place due to a reduced schedule:
they lost a total of 32 games,
with some teams not being able
to play outside of their conference, the cancellations of both
the All-Star Game as well as the
popular Winter Classic game
that’s played outdoors. This lockout has also forced teams to only
have a week’s worth of training
camp without playing any preseason games. Keep in mind that
not every player during the lockout were keeping themselves in
game shape by temporarily playing in the AHL, KHL or other
European leagues. As a Rangers
fan, you can certainly tell so far
that the team has came out of
the gates looking flat and simply
need more time to gel. Granted,
they’ve only played two games
so far, but it was against two
of the powerhouse teams in the
Eastern Conference. The Boston

Bruins have the deepest roster in
the NHL. When you have three
centers who each who eclipsed
over 60 points last season, then
you know that this team can potentially win another Cup within from the last 3 seasons. New
York’s second game was against
the Pittsburgh Penguins. Let’s
just say they have a player who
recorded 40 goals and 40 assists
last year who’s name was not
Evgeni Malkin or Sydney Crosby. James Neal adds on to the
three-headed monster and easily makes Pittsburgh the most
dangerous team in the NHL. I
wouldn’t say the Rangers are
panicking just yet, but due to the
shortened season and high expectations, Rangers center Brad
Richards already feels a sense
of urgency. He said, “This is not
last year anymore — it’s a new
team. We have to get our identity back, and it has to happen
quick.” Richards and Rangers
fans should remember that the
Rangers didn’t register their first
win up until their fourth game
last year before they were able
to get things rolling. On paper,
they seem to have all the neces-

sary pieces in pursuit to hoist the
cup, especially since this past offseason they acquired Rick Nash
in a deal to help bolster their offense.
On the other hand, the
New Jersey Devils have started
off very sharp. The defending
Eastern Conference champs defeated the New York Islanders
and more impressively shutout
the Philadelphia Flyers 3-0 in
their home opener. Martin Brodeur capped off his 120th career
shutout while also making it a
personal best against the Flyers with 10 blanked sheets. The
man has played in the NHL now
for almost 20 years and the continuance of him playing off his
high-horse is just incredible. I
thought that the departure of former captain Zach Parise signing
with the Minnesota Wild would
have set-back the team back in
a major way. Instead, the Devils
seem to be firing on all cylinders
so far and are anxiously awaiting for the return of last year’s
rookie sensation Adam Henrique
who is recovering from thumb
surgery. The only concern Devils
fans may have is their 2011 4th

overall pick in the NHL Draft,
Adam Larsson. He’s been a
healthy scratch in their first two
games which may indicate that
head coach Peter DeBoer doesn’t
think Larsson fitting into the
teams mold as of yet.
There are a few other
things to look out for in this
years season. Will Alexander
Ovechkin ever become the elite
player he once was or have
teams around the league seemed
to have figured him out to a science? It will be interesting to
see if the Vancouver Canucks
find a trade partner in dealing
away their goalie Roberto Luongo. The Edmonton Oilers will
an exciting team to watch. They
now have the last three number
one overall draft picks who are
all offensively savvy. Let’s also
see if whether last year’s defending champions, the Los Angeles
Kings, can bounce back from a
slow 0-2 start.
If you haven’t already,
start signing up for your hockey
fantasy team because the pucks
have dropped and the talks about
a locked-out season can be put to
rest.

Photo Courtesy of whatsupyasieve.com

Corey Aron
Contributing Writer

Women’s Basketball Remains Unbeaten
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State women’s basketball team kept their
undefeated season alive with
two dominating performances
against conference rivals Rowan
and Rutgers-Newark last week.
Junior guard Nicosia Henry had
a game-high 16 points as the
Red Hawks thrashed Rowan by
a score of 106-36 on Jan. 16 at
Panzer Athletic Center. Henry
followed it up with another impressive performance as she set
a new single-game record for
steals in the Red Hawks’ 68-48
win over Rutgers-Newark.
The Red Hawks got rolling early on against Rowan at
home and never looked back,
getting a 70-point victory, their
largest winning margin since
1978. Henry collected six rebounds and four steals in just 16
minutes of play. Senior forward
Taylor Jeffers was outstanding in the first half, scoring 14

points in just 15 minutes of play.
Janitza Aquino added 13 points
and a game-high six assists in
the winning effort. Sophomore
guard Melissa Tobie also chimed
in with 10 points, five rebounds,
six assists and four steals in just
17 minutes. Freshman guard
Kelly Williams shot five-for-six
from the field scoring 11 points.
The Red Hawks shot 57
percent from the field and dominated down low, scoring 68 points
in the paint. This was the first
time the Red Hawks have hit the
century mark since 2003. They
improved to 9-0 in the NJAC
while Rowan is still in search
of their first conference victory,
falling to 0-9 against conference
opponents and 4-13 overall.
Henry set a new singlegame record for steals and posted near triple double numbers,
earning eight points, 15 steals
and 12 rebounds in the Red
Hawks 20-point road victory

over the Scarlet Raiders of Rutgers-Newark. Tobie led the Red
Hawks with 18 points and also
contributed four rebounds and
five blocks in the winning effort.
The Red Hawks jumped
out to a 7-point lead to start the
game and never looked back,
holding on to the lead for the
remainder of the contest. The
Scarlet Raiders would pull back
within one later in the opening
half, but the Red Hawks followed
with an 8-0 run to take a ninepoint lead midway through the
half. That was the closest that
the opponents would get, as the
Red Hawks held on for a 20-point
victory to remain undefeated.
They recorded 20 steals in the
win, marking the 10th time this
season that they have recorded
20 or more steals in a single
game. The Red Hawks currently
lead the nation in steals.
The Red Hawks are one of
nine remaining unbeaten teams
in the nation, and are currently

ranked 12th according to NCAA.
com.
Thanks to her record setting efforts, Henry was named
NJAC Player of the Week, becoming the first Red Hawk to
receive this honor this season.
In the Red Hawks’ two conference games, Henry nearly averaged a triple double, averaging
12 points, 10.5 rebounds and 8
steals per game. She currently
leads the NJAC in field goal percentage, shooting .519 from the
field. Henry is also second in
the league in steals with 3.9 per
game.
The
undefeated
Red
Hawks return to action on
Wednesday, Jan. 23 as they host
conference rival William Paterson Pioneers at 8 p.m. at Panzer
Athletic Center. They have another home game on Saturday,
Jan. 26 when they take on the
Rutgers-Camden Scarlet Raptors.
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Men’s Basketball
NJAC
Ramapo

10 - 1

Overall
16 - 2

RU-Newark

8-3

14 - 4

Stockton

8-3

13 - 4

W. Paterson

7-4

12 - 6

Rowan

6-5

12 - 5

Kean

5-6

6 - 12

RU-Camden

4-7

7 - 11

TCNJ

3-8

5 - 12

NJCU

2-9

7 - 11

MSU

2-9

5 - 12

This Week
1/26 vs. RU-Camden

1 p.m.

Last Week
1/23 W. Paterson 80, MSU 47

Women’s Basketball
		
MSU
Ramapo
W. Paterson

Who’s Hot This Week
Esteban Morales
Men’s Swimming and Diving
Morales became the second Red Hawk to win NJAC
Diver of the Week this season after his performance
against NJAC rival, Rowan. After tying for second in
the first diving event with a score of 101.30, Morales
claimed first place in the second with a score of 111.60.

Nicosia Henry
Guard - Basketball
Henry earned NJAC Player of the Week for the second
time after averaging 12 points, 10.5 rebounds and 8
steals as the Red Hawks went 2-0 last weekend. Henry
also posted a school record 12 steals in a 68-48 win over
Rutgers-Newark. Henry currently leads the NJAC in
field goal percentage with .519.

NJAC
10 - 0
7-3
7-3

Overall
18 - 0
14 - 4
13 - 5

TCNJ

6-3

12 - 6

RU-Newark

6-4

12 - 6

Stockton

4-5

9-7

RU-Camden

2-8

7 - 10

Rowan

1-9

5 - 13

NJCU

1-9

4 - 14

This Week.
1/26 vs. RU-Camden

3 p.m.

Last Week
1/19 MSU 68, Rutgers-Newark 48

Swimming & Diving
		
MEN’S

NJAC

Overall

TCNJ

3-0

6-1

Rowan

2-0

7-3

Ramapo

0-1

3-1

W. Paterson

0-2

6-4

MSU

0-2

3-7

TCNJ

3-0

5-0

Rowan

2-0

7-4

Ramapo 		

0-1

1-2

W. Paterson

0-2

6-5

MSU

0-2

4-5

WOMEN’S

Game of the Week
Women’s Basketball
vs. William Paterson
January 23, 8 p.m.

The 12th ranked Montclair
State Red Hawks look to continue their unbeaten season
with a win against conference
foe William Paterson.
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com
and
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

This Week
Men
1/26 vs. Ramapo
1 p.m.
Women
1/26 vs. Ramapo
1 p.m.
Last Week
Men
1/21 NJIT 107, MSU 96
Women
1/19 MSU 106, Fairleigh Dickinson 65

Nothing Like the Fresh Smell
of Ice Again
p. 21

Check out TheMontclarion.org Women’s Basketball
on Monday for Recaps of this Remains Unbeaten
Weekend’s Games

p. 21

MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Close Doesn’t Count in Swimming
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

While most of us were
able to enjoy the time off between
semesters, both the Montclair
State men’s and women’s swimming teams were busy in the
pool. The men’s team competed in
three meets and went 1-2, while
the women’s team swam in two
meets, winning 1 and losing 1.
Both teams also took part in a
training trip to St. Croix, where
they swam in an exhibition match
that did not count on either team’s
record.
The MSU men’s swimming
team kicked off their winter break
action on Jan. 5 against Fairleigh
Dickinson College at Florham.
The contest was an away meet
for the Red Hawks who traveled
to Madison to face off with the
Devils. The Montclair State men’s
team prevailed with a 106-82 win.
MSU won all 11 events that took
place in the competition. MSU
was anchored by seniors Thomas
Long, Zak Westerberg and junior
Michael Smith who each won
two events while also leading the
team to a win in the 200m medley
relay.
Junior Joseph Berry, sophomore Richard Sang and freshman
Alan Buob also claimed firsts in
one event each. Along with freshman David DuBois, the 200m
medley relay team combined to
swim a 1.45.51. Smith was the
top dog in the 200m freestyle with
a time of 1.49.94, and he later
came out on top again during the
500m freestyle recording a time
of 5.17.08. Long claimed first in
the 50m freestyle by coming in at
22.10 seconds. In the 100m freestyle, Long also took first by finishing in 49.52 seconds. Westerberg was the third and final man
from the Red Hawks to come in
first in two events, winning the
200m individual medley and the
100m backstroke with times of
2.06.02 and 58.04 respectively.
Berry won the 1000m
freestyle with a time of 10.43.53.
DuBois earned the top spot in the
100m breaststroke by swimming
a 1.08.95, while Sang won the
100m butterfly by finishing with a
time of 58.81. Buob, junior Corey
Munro, freshman Brett Quentz
and freshman Robert Becker also
came together to win the 200m
freestyle relay by ending up with
a time of 1.45.49.
The Red Hawks returned
back home on Jan. 19 to face the
Rowan Professors in an NJAC
matchup. Rowan ended up winning this one over Montclair State
by a decision of 162-109. The team
of Berry, Smith and Westerberg
combined to take second place

seven times overall during the
meet. Three of Berry’s five second place showings came in the
1000m freestyle as he came in for
a time of 10.48.60. Berry’s other
two second place showings were
in the 200m backstroke and the
200m individual medley where he
swam times of 2.05.77 and 2.09.12
respectively.
Smith took second in the
200m freestyle with a time of
1.48.26 and in the 500m freestyle, passing the finish line at
the 5.01.16 mark. Westerberg had
second place finishes in the 100m

2.05.20. Berry also had a second
place finish in the 1650m freestyle
by recording a time of 18.08.16.
The Red Hawks finished the meet
on a high note when the 400m freestyle relay team of Smith, Quentz,
Boub and Long grabbed first place
by coming in at a time of 3.26.86.
The Montclair State Lady
Red Hawks Swimming Team also
started off their winter break
schedule against the Lady Devils of Fairleigh Dickinson-College
at Florham on Jan. 5. The MSU
Women’s swimming team ended
up with the win by a score of 106-

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

butterfly by coming in at the
54.68 mark and in the 50m freestyle where he came in at a time
of 22.05. Long finished in second
place in the 100m backstroke with
a time of 59.78. DuBois also took
second place in a separate event
by swimming a 2.37.94.
Junior Esteban Morales
captured first in the second section of diving, out-dueling his
teammate, sophomore Tommy
Dreisbach by a total of 111.60 to
105.60. Both divers finished tied
for second place, scoring a total of
101.30 points through the first set
of dives. Smith, Quentz, Sang and
Becker who made up MSU’s 400m
freestyle relay team finished in
second with a time of 3.32.96.
The group of Berry, DuBois, Westerberg and Long had the Red
Hawks final second place finish of
the day by putting together a time
of 1.43.16 in the 200m-medley relay.
On Jan. 21, MSU welcomed the NJIT Highlanders for
their final swim meet over the
winter break. Montclair State
fought hard but ended up losing a
nail-biter by a final score of 10796. Berry claimed the titles in
the 200m individual medley and
the 200m backstroke respectively
with times of 2.05.42 and 2.07.56.
Westerberg captured his victories
in the 50m freestyle by finishing
with a time of 22.10 and the 200m
butterfly by ending with a time of

65. Both junior Kelsie Donahue
and freshman Julie Hansen won
individual events while helping
the 200m-medley relay team secure a victory.
Donahue’s first place finish came in the 100m backstroke
when she finished with a time of
1.05.77. Hansen’s victories came
in the 200m individual medley
and 100m freestyle respectively
by crossing the finishing line with
times of 2.29.00 and 57.63.
The 200m-medley relay
team, which also featured senior
Ashley Vallone and sophomore
Christine Werner, ended up combining for a time of 1.55.77 to
clinch first place in the relay race.
Sophomore Jessica Joseph
nabbed first place in the 50m freestyle by recording a time of 26.67,
while senior Jacky Moe also had a
first place finish in the 200m freestyle by posting a time of 2.08.21.
Freshman
Katherine
LaCava took a first place finish
in the 100m butterfly by coming
through with a time of 1.04.06,
while Werner clinched first place
in the 500m freestyle by swimming a time of 5.36.22. The Lady
Red Hawks other individual first
place finish was Vallone who won
the 100m breaststroke when she
swam for a time of 1.10.46. Moe,
LaCava, senior Maria Vira and junior Jackie Ubhaus also won the
200m freestyle relay when they
merged to post a time of 1.52.79.

On Jan. 19, the Montclair
State Women’s Swimming Team
hosted the Rowan University
Lady Professors Swimming Team.
MSU ultimately ended up losing
by a decision of 153-123. LaCava,
Vallone, Werner and Hansen all
had first place finishes in the loss.
LaCava recorded a time of 2.15.86
when she won the 200m butterfly.
Vallone grabbed first in the
200m breaststroke by crossing
the finish line at a time of 2.34.87.
Werner came in a time of 2.19.23,
which earned her first place in the
200m individual medley. Hansen’s
individual win came in the 100m
butterfly, when she recorded a
time of 1.02.32.
Over the break, both the
MSU men’s and women’s swimming teams took a trip to St. Croix for some training. While they
were there on Jan. 12, the teams
took part in the ninth annual Dolphins Swim Team Sea Swim. Zak
Westerberg finished with a time of
22.48 in the swim, which was the
overall best time for all categories,
including his own male 18-25 classification. His teammate Michael
Smith was second in the male
18-25 division, posting a time of
22.55.
On the women’s side, Katherine LaCava raced to a time of
25.08, which was second overall
among all the women in the event,
and first overall in the 18-25 Female age category. Donahue was
third overall, and recorded a time
of 26.06.
The Red Hawks and Lady
Red Hawks each collected Weekly
NJAC (New Jersey Athletic Conference) Honors this week. Junior
Esteban Morales was awarded
Men’s Diver of the Week, and freshman Julie Hansen was selected as
the NJAC’s Women Rookie of the
Week. The Montclair State men’s
swimming team record is 3-7
overall (0-2 in the NJAC), while
the women’s swimming team has
a record of 4-5 overall (0-2 in the
NJAC). This Saturday, Jan. 26
is the last home meet for both
the Men’s and Women’s teams as
they welcome the Ramapo College
Roadrunners to the Panzer Athletic Center at 1 p.m.

